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Round 3 
 
 
Tonight it was celebrity night. We had droves of visitors coming to visit us. Amongst the honoured guests were 
WGM Toma from Poland and a Steinitz member,WIM Anzel Solomons who is playing in the SA Women’s open 
also a Steinitz club member and the Chess President who is passionate about club chess. 
 
ELITE SECTION 
 
In the Elite Section GM Strikovic found a resilient opponent in the FM Charles De Villiers .Charles was better in the 
opening after the Queens exchange and castling Queenside. He managed to keep the GM King in the centre and 
Deviliers even gained the weak f7 pawn. The wily GM managed to keep just enough of an imbalance and Charles 
could not make any further progress and after 4 hours had to accept the draw offer. Kenny Willenberg showed his 
class when he outplayed the fading Amini who has yet to open his score .Craig had the better position against IM 
Donovan Van den Heever when he had the better chances after a few opening mistakes from the SA Closed 
Champion. Donovan however found a way back despite being behind in development. The final lifeless position 
was agreed drawn by both players. Game of the round belongs to Candidate Master Lyndon Bouah when he 
gained a permanent advantage and FM Calvin Klaasen could not stop Bouah’s forward ever backward never 
philosophy. Freddy showed why he is the top player in the Nelson Mandela Bay when he outplayed Warrick 
Erlank (the Manayanani Elite Champion)  
 
PRESTIGE SECTION 
 
The sparks were flying in this section when the Top Juniors met each other and the aspirant juniors played against 
the bigger and higher rated seniors. 
Chad Willenberg simply demolished his more popular opponent Justin Lynch. Justin had a Rook stuck on the H8 
square imprisoned by his own King. Then using the diversion tactic on the overloaded Queen Chad threatened 
mate on f7 and the rook invaded the c8 square. 
The UWC student Cherwin with his matrix look did not want to make eye contact with WFM Jesse February the no 
2 lady on the grand prix list who is also the African ladies Champion .Cherwin strategy was perfect focusing on the 
King and brought home the full point. Lorenzo found out how difficult it is to get a point against the Modi’s .FM 
Yashil Modi kept an iron grip on the position and Lorenzo despite being rated 200 points higher could not 
intimidate his opponent and a draw was agreed.Luan De Jager played with confidence against the newly titled FM 
Andrew Grimmbacher ,both Steinitzian players and after offering a poisoned pawn switched his rook attack on 
the king and gained material .Paul Gluckman still is winless after meeting Liam van Wyngaard who patiently held 
the advantage with Rook for a knight. A draw was a good result.Andrew Talmarkes played a good game but 
Ananta Reddy with more international experience created many tactical opportunities and gained a piece and 
kept on threatening mate until his opponent resigned. 
 
Open Section 
Shaun Willenberg found it difficult when his opponent created a trap in the opening and there was just no escape 
for the pawn grabbing Willenberg. The lesson to learn is look before you grab. 
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Club President and Chief Organizer. 
 
 
 
 


